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The game's free-of-charge experience will be made
available to download on PS4, Xbox One and PC on
September 21, which is also the date of the game's
pre-order window, with thousands of items to
choose from such as match-day editions, a special
edition and more. In addition, from October 27, FIFA
Ultimate Team members will be able to use the PS4,
Xbox One and PC versions of the game to play
online and compete against other FUT Champions.
“FIFA on PlayStation 4 has been enjoyed by millions
of fans around the world and now it’s time for us to
continue the fun,” said Andrew Leo, senior vice
president and global head of brand and franchise
development at EA SPORTS. “With "FIFA" on PS4, we
are able to deliver an upgraded experience that is
broader and deeper than what we have ever
produced for a console before. We’ve pulled
together an incredible player base, including the
likes of Cristiano Ronaldo, Neymar and Lionel Messi
to bring life to the players and fans of the world’s
greatest sporting competition, and we are excited to
share the journey with them.” View larger Numerous
gameplay improvements New gameplay features
include: New and improved Player Intelligence The
PlayStation 4 version of FIFA introduces a
completely new player intelligence system. A player
intelligence system informs the player how they
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should move around the pitch based on actual data
from real-life players. Additions to the player
intelligence system include Player Focus, which lets
you improve a player by focusing on his
weaknesses, while Player Trajectory makes you
even more aware of a player’s behaviours in-game.
Intelligent AI Get the most out of your interactions
with your teammates. AI players have been
reworked to talk to you and communicate both
verbally and non-verbally. They'll attempt to get
through to you, and often nudge you with
encouragement and the occasional friendly
reminder that you're not playing football. When it
makes sense in the game, they'll help you with your
decision-making and alert you to situations before
you might even be aware of them. Intelligent LongRange Passes Developed by EA's advanced team,
Long-Range Passes has a new rule-based logic that
generates most realistic long-range passes. The
logic is based on the real-world statistics of a variety
of players, while
Features Key:
From the moment you step foot on the pitch,
re-live epic moments from the game’s history
manage your squad with all-new cards in Ultimate Team
guard your team with the best Managers in the world
play by foot in your own rulebook on any pitch in the World.
Move, pass, dribble and shoot with all the best players in the World
react to and influence real crowds with in-game events and banter
create your own Team of the Year by discovering Player Paths via Franchise Mode
Experience unparalleled in-match day emotion with
the all-new Celebration engine that adds a do or die mentality to game play.
Color your stadiums with the most varied collection of kits
Champions League and FIFA CUP
Complete your game with the new Guide camera, drawing the action right to you.
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EA SPORTS FIFA 22 enables players to experience
the game like never before. From the dynamic,
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physics-based goalkeeper to the real-world
movements of the new game engine, FIFA will offer
a unique experience at the cornerstone of the sport.
With a focus on realism and innovation, the FIFA
game engine is a leap forward in real-world
accuracy to create gameplay experiences that
deliver a much deeper experience of the game. Fans
can expect to see and feel football the way it’s
played in real life. What’s new in FIFA? Improved
Player Intelligence – 30+ improved and contextually
adaptive AI choices, intelligence and reactions to
the way players move, shift and dribble on the pitch,
making the best possible decisions to suit the
circumstances. – 30+ improved and contextually
adaptive AI choices, intelligence and reactions to
the way players move, shift and dribble on the pitch,
making the best possible decisions to suit the
circumstances. New Player Attributes – Unlock
attributes based on your real-life skill, shape, power
and size. Building on the improvements made in
FIFA 19, players now have an impact on the game
and can influence the outcome with their individual
play, shape, positioning and finishing, proving the
biggest factor in this year’s gameplay. For the first
time ever, every single player in the game has his
own attributes and skills. – Unlock attributes based
on your real-life skill, shape, power and size.
Building on the improvements made in FIFA 19,
players now have an impact on the game and can
influence the outcome with their individual play,
shape, positioning and finishing, proving the biggest
factor in this year’s gameplay. For the first time
ever, every single player in the game has his own
attributes and skills. Dynamic Atmospheres – Every
stadium is rendered realistically and reacts to
specific player actions, playing a role in how the
game plays out. Fans can feel the world around
them come alive as even more impactful sound,
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crowd noise and in-play announcements and noises
add a new layer to the gameplay experience. –
Every stadium is rendered realistically and reacts to
specific player actions, playing a role in how the
game plays out. Fans can feel the world around
them come alive as even more impactful sound,
crowd noise and in-play announcements and noises
add a new layer to the gameplay experience. New
Commentary – A massive overhaul to the
commentary, making it the best version ever in the
series, with a mix of locally bc9d6d6daa
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Take the reins of your favourite players, build a
dream team, and explore new ways to play across
multiple modes. FIFA Ultimate Team features
unparalleled authenticity, tactical depth, and deep
online and offline modes. FIFA Ultimate Team also
introduces TOTS (Throw-ins-Off-The-Shoulder) – an
entirely new way for players to score goals in FIFA.
EA SPORTS FUT W/ ESPN: LIVE • Score big on the
pitch and celebrate with an all-new ESPN broadcast
presentation. • Live on ESPN, watch on Xbox One, or
stream to the ESPN app on your mobile device. EA
SPORTS FIFA 20 FIFA 20, the next chapter in the
most realistic football video game on the planet, will
feature LIVE ACTION set-pieces, improved ball
physics, and brand new control schemes designed
to revolutionise player control. For the first time
ever, FIFA 20 delivers a brand new dribble system
that will enable fans to re-create their favourite
moves. Players can now control their precision by
tapping the left stick to enter Dribble mode where
they can perform controlled dribbles in any
direction, long or short. Brand new Passing
animations mean players can make a more precise
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pass, while a new Attacking Interaction panel gives
players more control over their passing options. New
Engine modes such as Dribbling, Balanced and
Ultimate Tactics, as well as the brand new Ball
Physics system, all add even greater depth to every
aspect of the gameplay. Features: Full Player Reveal
including new broadcast style MLS intro Brand new
dribble system Improved ball physics New attacking
animations New engine modes New tactical panel
Brand new defensive strategies Players can now
control their pass with the left stick Updated
Commentary with MLS, BBC and more Two Player
Tag Brand New Dribble System Brand new Attacking
Interaction panel Grayskull physics, helping the ball
stick, making it unpredictablePolyvinyl and
pyrimidines. Polyvinyl--a potential waterproofing
agent in wet processing. The suitability of polyvinyl
for use in the wet processing of photographic
materials was investigated. The UV-sensitivity of
polyvinyl may cause unwanted fogging of emulsions
containing stabilizers such as lead phthalocyanine,
but generally does not. Polyvinyl is useful as an
antihalation coating in contact, internal and screen
processes because it does not bleaching or bleach
What's new:
Welcome the Stadium King – Experience the beautiful
matchday atmosphere on-the-go by adding the
360-degree rotation of a Real Madrid, Barcelona, or
Man United stadium.
Feel the rhythm with the soundtrack – Clap along with
the Soul Renegades, drift out to the Tango, street
dance to the tracks in-game, and play FIFA like never
before with a powerful new soundtrack.
Legendary boots – Take your boots for a spin across
the beautiful U.S. FIFA content, including the
historically important boots of soccer’s all-time
greatest players.
Technical evolution – Features now feel more fluid to
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control and gameplay overall has been optimized for
a better overall FIFA experience.
Simplicity Simplified’ – New tools are used to help
you more easily play and create. Favorites are quickly
accessed, attributes are moved to the side to give
you more room in the Inspector for your players, and
Kicking with the Feet is faster to do
Speed and precision – Speed up and slow down game
action in real time with Gestures, and feel more in
control over speed with better on-the-go
responsiveness.
Controller support – Zones where you can press
forward the button to move, activate basic actions
and pick up items and will be implemented in the
future.
FIFA Luv Cup – Compete in up to 8 friends through a
timed competition, with knock-out elimination
matches for up to 3 rounds. Teams of 4 can compete
in one game or 2 games can be played at once. Matchups can be customized to suit the team.
FIFA Galactico – New feature that lets you create and
edit teams in FIFA 22 and manages a team’s squad,
playing history, training method and expenses. There
are also a variety of other additions to the game,
including a spectacular photo-mode
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FIFA is the best-selling sports game of all
time. Whether you're an armchair fan, or you
play regularly, FIFA lets you live the dream, be
a part of your team and play your way. FIFA is
the world's leading sports franchise. With
more than 200 million copies sold, the FIFA
franchise is the best-selling sports franchise
of all time, and it's one of the most successful
entertainment franchises of all time. With an
immersive career mode and live, daily
updates, the FIFA franchise offers the
ultimate football experience. The best-selling
sports franchise of all time is finally on
mobile, including a brand-new Story Mode,
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improved Street Pass functionality, and
interactive Reebok branding throughout the
game, as well as in-game challenges, live
leaderboards and the choice of English or
Spanish for up to 50 languages across the
world. Commentary, goal keeping, and player
likeness are all top notch. And with gameplay
improvements that include a new dribble
system, more realistic ball movement and a
brand-new contextual menu system, EA
SPORTS FIFA 22 is the most complete FIFA
yet. FEATURES Story Mode mode - get a
unique feel for the beautiful game of football
as you'll play as a professional footballer and
experience the highs and lows of the life of a
footballer. Play in different historical eras
with eight teams from six leagues, and a host
of original content through custom created
player appearances, player kits and custom
uniforms. Play alongside or against legends
from the history of football, including Diego
Maradona, Luka Modric, Andreas Brehme,
Franco Baresi, Paolo Rossi, Sotirios Kyrgiakos
and more. Create your dream team from real
players and give them a chance to make a real
impact. Create your club, select your squad
and choose your tactics as you see fit. You can
even edit the characteristics of individual
players to create unique characters. Compete
in the most popular tournaments, including
the UEFA Champions League, and challenge
the world’s best players to custom
tournaments and head to head online
matches. You can even replay memorable
moments of football history. Challenge friends
and make them better with up to four-player
local multiplayer. Live in the game: Live in the
game. Every day, EA SPORTS™ FIFA 22
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delivers an engaging, authentic football
experience that reflects the atmosphere of the
real world. Watch your favourite teams play
live on the 549 Live Channels.
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